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OPERANT COI\DITIONING METHODS APPLIED TO
RESEARCH IN CHRONIC SCHTZOPHBENIATF

oGDEN R. LINDSLEy, Prr.D.f

wE sEE in tte method of free operant conditioning probably one of the most
rigorous teehnics yet devised by experimental psychology for the develop-
ment, maintenance, modification, and analysis of acquired motor behavior
in an experimental setting. B. F. Skinner E perfected this method, and he and
his collaborators have been using it successfully for the past twenty-five
years in analyzing the behavior of laboratory animals.ro In application, an

animal is placed unfettered and alone in a small enclosure where he is tree
to make any responso at any tirne-hence the term "free." If the animal
operates a small lever, wheel, key, plunger or similar device, he is promptly
rewarded or reinforced-hence the term "operant." Through varying the
nature and conditions of the reinforcement, complex behaviors have been

developed and measured which are similar to symbolic behavior, "super-
stition," time-telling, counting, fear, anxiety, competition, cooperation, and
so on. The method has produced high degrees oI control: for example, ani-
mals have been taught what are for them very unusual forms of behavior
(rudimentary ping-pong, high jumping, or weight lifting) in less time than
it takes many circus animal trainers to teach similar skills. Such complex
behaviors have been maintained for very long periods of time by automatic
reinforcing devicea without the constant attendance of an experimenter.

The free operant method can be used, with very little modification, to
measure the behavior of any animal from a turtle to a normal genius. Since
neither instructions nor rapport with the experimenter are demanded, the
method is particularly appropriate in analyzing the behavior of non.verbal,

t The sork described in this paper was accomplished under contract N5-ori$7662 spon-
sored by the Group Psychology Branch, Office of Naval Researeh- Addilional support has
been receatty received from research grant MH-9?7 from rhe National Institute of Mental
Healrh, of the Netional Institutes of Health, Public Health Service. The author has bcen
in immediate charge of the design and conduet of the research. B. F. Skinner, Ph.D,, and
Harry C. Solomon, M.D., are codirectors of the Laboratory. Nathan Azrin' Ph-D., Martha
Mcdnicl, Ph.D., snd Larry Fane, A.B., have conducted erperiments in our laboratory
which have added much to our Lnowledge of the method's applicability. The cooperation
of Jack Ewatt, M.D, Commisgioner of rhe Massachusetts Department of Mental Health,
and the following stafi menbers of the Metropolitan State Hospitol ie gratcfully scknowl-
edged: Villiam F. Mcl,aughlin, M.D., Superintendent; Mver Asekoff, M.D., Director of
Clinical Paychiatry; Thaddeug Krush, M.D., Director of Clinical Psychiatry, Children's
Unit; and KarI Thco Dussilq M.D., Assistant Physician. Space does not permit acknowl-
edgement to evcry nrembcr of our laboralory stalf, but thb contributions of each are greatly
appreciated. The re*arch war conducted in the Behavior Research Laboratorn Harvarrl
Medical School, Department of Psyehiatry, Metropolitan State Hospital, Walrham,
Mass.chusetls,

f Rerearch fetlow, Harvard Medical School, Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
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Iowly motivated, chronic psychotic patients. (W" can argue that the first
place to study an unknown phenomenon is in its stable state, and the chronic
psychotic is usually more stable than the acute.)

During the past two-and-one-half years $re have constructed a laboratory
and have susces$fully applied the method of free operant conditioning to
the study of the behavior of 60 chranic and acute psychotic children and
adults. We have also studied the behavior of 15 normal people, to provide
controls and to show that the method is applicahle to a full range of human
behavior.

This paper witl give a glimpse of the theoretical and historieal back-
ground of this method, show the modifications ne{essary in applying it
to psychotic patients, and give a summary of some of our results. We shall
also point out some of the advantages and disadvantages of the method in
analyzirg the belravior of psychotic patients.

TH EORETICAL BACKGROUND

Four general assumptions are useful in proceeding to analyze any form of
behavior, and we have appealed to them in the special 

tcase of psychotic
behavior.

l. We must often increase the precision of the measurement of the be-

havior before we can determine the conditions under which the behavior
occurs. Diagnostic and therapeutic studies are naturally facilitated by more
objective and more sensitive measurement of psychotic behavior. Today
there are many explanations of how patients became psychotic, many sug-
gestions about how to cure them, but surprisingly few quantified descriptions
of exactly how and under wlrat conditions they are psychotic.$

2. Sigmuud Freud was among the first to stress tlre point that all behavior
has physical causes, and that no behavior is capricious. This assumption
leads us to look for physical c?ents, in the immediate or historical environ-
me,nt, which might controi the disturbed behavior of 'our patients. Freud's
explaaatory terms satisfy us less than would the actual discovery of causal
events in the physical environment.

3. A profitable investigation of psychotic behavior can gain much from
the application of the experimental method in its most rigorous and objec-
tive manner. Ideally, one environmental variable should be manipulated at

$The studics recently performed by KingJ o[ the Tulane group rcprcs{.nt rhe sort of
basic malrcdological research that is so sparse. Their study would have bcen enhanced by
the use of frce operant methods. Recently, Peteruo,r has used problem solving and mul-
tiple choicc teeta with lcute schizophrenics. More recentll King, Merrell, Lovinger and
Dcnny (in an unpublished study) have usr:d the free operant method and obtained rates
of response similar ro ours. They studicd acute palients undergoing insulin therapy aad
did mr 6nd the correlrtion berween rate of response and scvcriry of psychosia thar we had
anggested might Irc preacnt with chronic patients.
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a time while the changes in behavior are recorded as objecrively as knowl-
edge, time, and funds permit. fn defense of rigorous experimentation over
the 'oreal-life" experiment, Kurt Lewin, an important theoretician of sacial
psychology, has said: ". . . [The investigation of] those cases? impossible
to produce experimentally, in which the most important decisions of life are
made . - . is a requirernent which, if transferred to physics, wauld mean
that it would be incorrect to study hydrodynamics in the laboratory; one

must rather investigate the largest rivers in the world. . ! .'o (' p. 158).
4. It is much wiser for exploratory investigators to use operational, be-

havioristic descriptions of the patient's behavior than to use explanatory

terms which may turn out to be mere fictions. It was Ivan Pavlov's choiue of
this path that led to his rewardirrg investigations of conditioned reflexes, as

he points out in the followitg quotation from the introduction to his pub-
lished lectures: ". . . Now when we proceeded to explain and analyse this

[phenomenon] . . . we had to deal with the feelings, wishes, cCInceptions,

etc. of our animal. The results were astounding, extraordinary: I and one of
my coilaborators came to irreconcilable opiniors. Iil'e could not agree, could
not prove to one another, which was right. . . . ft smmed probable that we

were not on the right'track. r . . I finally reached the ground of pure objec-

tivity, \ile absolutely prohibited ourselves (itt the laboratory t}ere was an

actual fine imposed) the use of such psychological expre$sions as the dog

guessed, wanted, wished, etc. Finally we came to look in another light uPon

all the phenomena with which lve $rere concerned. What then is our view?

Is not this a form of nervous activity which was established long ago by
physiology. . . . Is it not a refiex?" (t p. 264).

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

A confusing variety of upparatuses has been used by American psychologists

to measure behavior. Well-trained psychologists often use very different de-

vice to mea$ure what is supposedly the same thing. Almost as often, con-

flicting results are obtained and the conflict is resolved only when later

studies show that two different behaviors were being measured, or that one

apparatus was inadvertently measurirg the effect of an additional, con-

founded variable. Since psychology has not yet accepted a characteristic

instrument, many students desigu new instruments, or modify old instru-

ment$, in the hope that their design will become universal- This modification

only adds to the eonfusion, and few experiments are exactly repeated- When

cross-species comparisons are made, the difference between the apparatuseg

is often so profound rhat it is impossible to identify the single thing the two

devices were prwumed to be measuring,
Over the past sixty )rears the development of these deviccs has shown a

consistent trend towards simplicity of design and automatic control- Although
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some lr€rsons lament this trend, it continues. The t'proble,m boxtt was in-
troduced in 1898, the maze in 190I, tihe tro.ehoice discrimination appa-
ratus in 19O?, the delayed response in 1913, the multiple*hoice aPparatus
in 1916, the spring-mounted cage for measuring activity in 1918, the ob-

struction apparatus for measuring difierent degrees of motivation in l!D*,
the detour problem for measuring insight in 1925, the matching rnethods for
discrimination learning in 1928, and the iumping stand in 1930. Most of
these devices measure relatively compler behavior which is difrcult to ana-

Iyze, and quantitativ€ comparison from one apparatus to another is almost
impossible. In Figure l, four stages in the evolution of the ma,re are pre-
sented to show how the attempts to obtain a device which would produce
more easily interpretable data resulted in simplification. It is noteworthy,
also, that the evolution proceeds from a device with high social interest (the
1901 copy of the recreational maze of Hampton Court, Englatrd) to a device
with low social interest (the austere Graham-Gagn6 runway fourd only in
experimental laboratories) .

Probably the American tendency towar& practicality and social utility,
which led to Functionalism, mental testing, and Behavioriun, Id psycholo-
gists a bit astray towards the design of experimental devices with high social
interest. Pavlov remarked on this tendency in 1923, to guote from his lec-
tures on Confitioned Reflexes: o. . . The American psychologists proceeded
to their laboratory experiments on animals. From the character of the inves-
tigations, up to the present, one fels that both the methods and the prob-
Iems are derived from human intercts" (u p. tl0).

Even today, devices with high social interest and similar to "real-Iife"
situations are more popular with many experimental psychologists, though
the social interest is purchased at tho expense of interpretative simplicity. The
physical scientists are indeed fortunate today that they are not as bothered
by the pressures of social interest as are the bchavioral scientists. In the days
of the Aristotelian interpretation of physical events, the physicists were, of
course, less fortunate.

Not until f938 did an experimental device which had the properties of
simplicity of design and analysis, and which, at lhe same time, was appro-
priate for the study of almost all type of operant or "volitional" behavior,
app€ar on the American scene. At that time, Skinner 8 descriH an instru-
mentVhich other writers have called the "Skinner bor- Similar devices had
been used by the Russians many years eerlier. Moreover, the enclosure is not
necessarily a box; it could be a room, an aquarium, or ant aviary. Since the
innovation was more methodological than architectural, it is more appro-
priate to speak of 'the method of free oporant conditioning."

In Figure 2 ig shown an appsratus for the frec operant conditioning of
dos-

The eseential parts of tf,e apparatus are: (l) a suitable encleure, vhich
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Ftcunu l.-Four stages in the evqrlutian o[ t]rc maee fronr conrplcxity fand lriglr social
interestJ to sirnplicity Iand lorv social inter*st, hut casicr interpretation and analysis'1"
The name$ of the experimenters anrl the first datc of use alllrcar alrovt: taclt Inilzc
diagram. "S" indicatcs the starting Lox and 'tC'? tlre goal lxrx of cach rnilze.

excludes undesired variabl*s; (2) a manipulandum for recording the de-

sired respon$e; (3) a reinforcement magazine to llresent standard quantities
of the reward used to rnaintain the response lrcing studietl; {,1,} & stinru}us
panel for presenting the stimuli used for discrirnination purposes; {5} re-
cording equipment for the automatic recording of the resllonses; and (6)
controlling equipment for the automatic sclreduling of the various stimuli
whose effects are bei*g studied.fl

ll Automatic controlling and reconling ctluipnrent arc not essential for tlre use of tlrc
frce operant mcthod, lrut rnlrry of the irnporlant advantages are lost if such autorlratic
rlevices are trot userJ.
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Frc$rrs Z,*-*An allparatus for the free aperant conditioning o[ ck:gs. T]rc cnclosure is
Iahelled #I, the manipulandum #2, the reinforcement magazine #3, tlre stirnulus
panel #4. The recording and controlling equipment, are not, shnwn"

The apparatus shown in Figure 3, which was used by Pavlov and his col-
laborators as early as 1fr)6, is similar in many rcspects to Skinner's, The
Pavlovian Camera, or experimental enclosure $1, the reinforcerneot maga-
zine ff3, and the stimulus panel $4, are aII very similar to that used by
operant conditioners today. Pavlov's respoRse recorder #5 and manipu-
Iandurn $2were, of course, very different since he recorded glandular secre-

tion, but Bechterev, Kalischer, and Ivanov-Smolenski had used the method
to study the motor responses of dogs and human beings prior to 1927. The
biggest difrerence in the two methods is found in #6, the controlling equip-
ment. An experimenter in an adjoining room was in constant attendance and
presented the stimuli in a series of trials. One response was recorded and
reinforced in each trial.

Skinner I was the first to stress the value of the lree operant, wherein the
animal is free to respond at any time, and the rate of occurrence of this
respouse is record€d. As a consequence, the method dispenses with "trials,"
which are burdensome, time-consuming, and olten reduce the sensitivity of
the method by adding sources of variability between the trials.
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Stinner 10 also stressed the use of schedules of intermittent reinforcemenlUnder the conditions:l::4.'Ji"ffiio*ty 
were used (they are nowcalled continuous reinforcement), the animal.was reinforced Lvery time hemade the desired response. Under the conditions of intermittent reinforce-ment, only a lew repons€s are reinforced,(f.. 
"*;;I;;;; twentierhresponse might be reinforced). Skinner 

""a frir;;;'f*fI*"t ir,"r-mittent reinforcement p-roducd: ii . *ia, ,.nge of ,.,"" ot.oplonse; ii) aresponding which wasless dup"nd"rt 
"o., *" arprr;;r";ffifitiarion 

as-eociat.d with the reinforcing sti_uirr-iiiil- u g*t". ;;;";;",. experi-mental exdncrion; and iv) a _.". *""iii*-;opo"*-;;;; (in partbecause rhe animals spent less ,il;;;;;:tc- between responsee).The use of the free-operant and of intermiuent.Uofor"il"rti** ,r*gaeratity of the anethJ of op"."nr ";;ii,::r*g-u"*i,ffi .iir. pavlo-vian motor CR investisat;"*. v* ir iJ"iir .irrrir; ilil i.nrori"r,exerted such a high degree of experiment"i'"ooryf in the first decade of thetwentieth c€ntury. Figure 4 shorvE 
" 

di"gxr_ or p.rtortl.io."iili. rfu 
"r_

perimeutal rooms or ..cameras,, 
_"*;;;;; fr;; ;; "* 

jllroom 
rherest of the building by pillare 

"f ""oj'fo, "ontrolling ribr;,;:i;."ibly nopsychological erperimenter since that time has b-aski til;;;il of suchexcellent erperiaental control. 
-(Iet us rirr*r.g: moral: Irrdiji,uals whoridicule extensive exoerimental 

"ooooi-iiould be -;;fri';;;-lo nuo*Pavlov.) American *y"hologi"r" ffi;';rl} part of this century imitatedPavlov's verbat behavi;.-;-r-r';;y ;ff;;irare his experimenral, buh"oior.They deeribd thcir proilem [*, ,n"f" rrr*", or their delayed reaponse data
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Flcunn {"*Dia;!r rrn of Pavlov's laboratory, constructed in 192,5.

in terms of conditioned reflexes, but they continued to use poorly controlled
experimentat situations with high social interesl

}IODItr'ICATIONS T'OR APPLICATION TO CHEONIC PSYCHOTICS

lFhen the method of operant conditioning is applied to a new organism, the
biggest problems are always those of apparatus deign and construction.
Appropriate experimental enclosures, manipulanda, and reinforcement maga-
sines must be designed and constructd. There are a few additional problems
concerning the handling of the animals, but the recordirg and controlling
device and experimental design come intact from the earlier work. The
apparatus€s and procedural modifications we harre developd for use with
chronic psychotics are dmcribd below under the appropriate headings.*

1. Erperimental enclasure: Ideally the experimental rooms should be
sound-proofed, indestructible, pleasant, and easily cleaned, and should prCI-

vide for one-way observation, the yoki*g of two rooills for social experimentsn
and a meians of presenting reinforcing and discriminative stirnuli. Those who
have been concerned with the designing of hospital furnishings for violent
patients will realize that this is no small order. For over two years we have
successfully used six-by-six-foot rooms eonstructed of concrete blek, The

t With the exception of the experimental rooms all of thie equipme,nt is now eommer-
cially evailable from Ralph Gerbr*nds, Arlington, Massachuse*t+ and Grayron-Stadler,
Ioc., Concord, Massschusetts"

[l ril

I

I
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rooms are illustrated in Figure 5. The doors are solid wood, metal-clad, and
the floors are covered with linoleum. Apertures for visual communication
hetween two rooms are covered with *' plexi-glass sheets. Our first rooms
had plexi-glass-covered silk pictures on the wallso and through these the
experimenter could observe the patients from an adjoining darkened room.
Our later rooms have a mirror-and-lens-systern, and this provides hidden ob-
servation facilities through a rnetal .screen in the ceiling of the experimental
rooms. We can mount speakers and microphones behind the screen, and
these are accessible from the adjoini*g apparatus a.rea. The manipulanda
and rnagazine panel, which has an $pen back accessible from the apparatus
area, &re located on one wall.

The room is furnished with a small chair and plastic ash tray lor the com-
fort of the patient. In handling extremely violent patients we have only lost
some chairs and ash trays, and two of the doors. The patients often urinate
ar defecate during experirnental extinction but the floor is not hard to clean.
The cinder-block walls are a cleaning problem, but they are easily repainted
when they become dirty. Exhaust fans in the ceilings continuously move

Ftcurr S,-Diagram of the experimental rooms now in use for the free operant condi-
tioning of psychotic patients. The plexi-glass Windaws between the rosms can be made
trflnsperent for visusl communication in social experiments. The enclosure ie lahelled
#1, the manipulandum #2, the reinforcement magazine #3, the stimulus panel #4,
and the automatic recording and controlling equipment # 5.

I
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fresh air through the rooms. With rooms of this size and design, we have
met with no permanent case of claustrophobia. Tendencies to withdraw from
the rooms usually subside after a few reinforcements have been delivered.

2. Manipulanda: We began with a modified cigarette vending machine,
but when the levers were operated six hours per day at rates up to 10,000
pulls per hour they soon showed signs of wear. The children were especially
destructive, and constantly tore the apparatus apart in attempts to get the
eandy that was used as reinfnrcernent. I[e have designed a standard manipu.
landnm constructed of angle iron and half-inch brass rod which remains
operative ever when struck with chairs- It reguire a pull of 300 grams
through one centimeter to close the operating circuit. Patients responding
on our apparatus at maximum rate per{orm from 15 to L/tz the amount of
work of an average typist typing fi) words per minute on a standard type-
writer. The maaipulanda ean be mounted in banks, and springs can be added
to study various response pararneters.

3. Reintorcement nzagaaines.'We use a standard vending device which will
hold 100 objects varying in siee from a jelly bean to a nickel candy bar.
This vending device has been used for the automatic delivery of penny can-
dfus, cigarettes, coins, and food morsels through an aluminum chute into
an illuminated delivery tray within the experimental rooms, during a
chosen period oI time. An apparatus that presents colored slide images on
the back of a translucent plexi-glass screen on the wall of the room was
used to measure the degree of "interesto' or motivation that various forms
of pictorial material ofier. We have also used devices to present fluids and
musical materials as reinforcing stimuli.

4. Stim,ulus panel: We can present visual stimuli under plexi-glass screens

above the manipulanda, as well as auditory stimuli lrom speakers hidden
behind the metal screen in the ceiling.

5. Record.ing equipm.enl: We use standard Harvard cumulative response
recorders and reset counters to record the responses. Each experinrental huur
is charaeteristically reported in a cumulative response record, in counter
readings, and on a clinical data sheet. In addition to the patient's and experi-
menter's names, the time and date of the session, and the counter readings,
the data sheet has space for recording the patient's body weight and body
temperature; results of a cursory physical examination; descriptions of the

patient's behavior on leaving the ward, in the waiting room or in the experi-
mental room and upon returning to the ward. The qualitative data an: dilli-
cult to analyze and obviously are subject to the experimenter's lrias. How-
ever, these data provide a measure of the patient's physical health. In sonre

cases, the behavioral descriptions show significant relations to some of the

experimental manipulations.
6. Controlling equipment' Standard electrical devices available arc used

for controlling the delivery of reinforcements, the presentation of stimuli,
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and tlre duration of the experimental scssion. The whole experiment is auto-
matically conducted. The experimenter conducts the patient to the room,
clos€s the door, and throws the appropriate switches. At the end of the ex-
perimental session the experimenter is signalled, the patient returned to the
waiting room, and the permanent records of the experimental behavior are
available for later analysis.

7. Erperimental session: \P'e have not yet fully investigated fhe ideal
length of the experimental session. We use a standard duration of one hour
per day, five days a we*. Some patients have responded in as many as four
rooms for one hour each day for many days without showing signs of fatigue
or boredom. Holiday and week-end interruptions do not seem to produce
noticeable changes in the behavior of the patiente at this stage of our investi-
gation-

8. Patent sclection: The majority of the patients were male and were
diagnosed schizophrenic at admiseion. The adult patients' ages ranged from
l8 to 63 years, with a median age of 4O years. Total hospitalization for
mental illness ranged from I to 47 yearc, with a median of 12 years. We
selected patients who were prelerably not on parole, not working in hospital
industries, not receiving active therapy, not receiving visitors, and not going
on home visits. We did this in order to minimize extraneous variables and

to facilitate patient handling. We have not yet completed our own clinical
testing of the patients. We used no other criteria in seleeting patients.

9. Patizr* hand,ling: Our standard procedure is to go up to the patient, for
the first time, on the ward and ask him if he wants to come with us and get

some candy or cigarettes. Those who do not answer are led, if they do not
follow usn to the laboratory. If at any time a patient balks or refuses, he is
left on the ward. Approximate\ LA/o of the patients we approached have

refused to leave the wards. A few of thesg have been conditioned to come

with us when we gave them candy or cigarettes each time they came clmer
to the laboratory, but this fu time'consuminS, and we are content to study the
patients that come without special training at this time.

A new subject ig Ied into one of the rooms and told: "This is a candy ma-

chine. If you pull the knob you will get eandy that you can eat or kecp, but
you will not get candy every time you pull the knob." If he asks why we are

doing this, we say: "We are studying how patients work, and the machine

will give you candy." Under no condition is the patient told more' After a

careful analysis of the differences between the behavior of patients who had

various degrees of information about the experiments' we were able to find
no correlations betwen what t}e patients "knel,v" about the experiments and

how they behaved.

If the patient has not made a resPons€ within 15 minute, the experimenter
enters the room and pulls the knob and ingests a reinforcement with obvious
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relish. He then leaves, saying nothing. If no re$ponse is made for 15 rnin-

utes *fter this demonstration, the experimenter again enters and places the

patient's hand on the knob a*d help* him pult it' The reinfarcement is

iin*r. to the patient. Althaugh rr* initially tri*d to condition the patients

who did not spontaneauxly respond by reinforcittg moYements closer and

eloser to the knob {th* method of auccessive approximatian '}, tr€ have since

discontinued this procedure. It is time-cansurni*S I we *re not primarily inter-

ested in r*spsilse acquisition, and, in sne casfi, it produced a strong n'*uper*

stiti*us" resp$nse of tapping th* apparatus that ur&s Yery difficult t* *xtin-
guish. If at any lat*r time a patient refuses ts leav* the ward, ts enter the

room$i or i$ks to leave the rsorn, his request is granted and ttrre fac[ recorded'

{These refusals increase significantly during experimental extinction when

the patients are ntrt reinfarced ftrr respsnding-)

Sin*e our only cantact with the patie*t is thraush positive reinforcement,

we cannct, th*oretically, "hurt" a patient. l[}re patient may be made un-

h*ppy by $ome procedures ar schedules {for examp}e, extiuction} ' fn that

casa the situation becomes aversive rather than positively reinforcing' and

the patient withdr&ws {rom the room. Since our patients are free to leav*

ttre roams at any timeo we cannot study av*idance or sseape behaviCIr in the

s$fite fas*,riorr as with lower arganisrns. Howevsr, we hav* fouad that we cafi

sandwich srnatl slices of mild aversion hctween thick slices of p<xitive rein-

forcement withaut praducitts withdrawal from the ro*ms' Iffe have used pure

ton** as anersive stimuli. Thcy are not initially disturbi*S, but after a few

rninutes $srcs patients will respsnd ttl turn off the tones'

1$, Sa.w+p{e *pp*rutlrsss: Figure 6 is a diagram of our first apparatus' the

rnodified vendi"g machine- The patient i* strown getting a reinforcernenl' A

piece af candy ft* fallen into the chute belaw tke manipulanda, and the

chut* is illuminated for five sec*nds while the room is darkened- This illumi-
natian and darkening i* called a conditicnsd reinforcing stimulus and is

designed te incr*ase th* esect of the reinforcement by shorteni*S its delay'

Experiments witk lower tlrganisms hcve sh*wr that rrinfarcements have a

greater e#ect in strengthenittg r€spolrsss the mtlre clos*ly they f$llsw the

,**1rorr*** in time. A pi*** af candy cannst be delivered much quick*r than

one second after a resp$nse' but the ffash af light {a c*nditi*ned r*infq:r*e-

ment) can b* deliv*t*d millisec*nds aft*r €r rfsponse' Althtlugh we have not

made direct experimentsl tcst, this immediate, conditioned reinfsrcement is

pr*hably also important in human sperant cnnditioning' On the sther side

of the cinder-bl*ck wall, the countcrs have registered 969 responses and l1

reinforcements $o far in this experirrrsntal session, and the cumulative rc-

sponse rm*rder has drawn an automatic graph of the responses platted

against tirne. The paper movss at a rate of lI inches per hour {exeept wh*n

the magazine is oper*tirrg' the eati,'g timc being subtracted from the recclrd)'

fhe f; msrr*s acro$s ** PaPer, s$e *mall step mch time s rffiPsnss i$
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Ftcurrs 6.-An apparatus for the free operant conditioning of psychoric patients, using
small objects (candies, cigarettes, coins, or food morsels) as reinforcing stimuli-

made, and takes 500 responses to traverse the paper; then it is automatically
reset. When a reinforcement is delivered, the pen makes a short diagonal
o'hatch" mark on the paper. In thig manner an automatic, permanent, and

continuous record of the patient's responding and the delivery of each rein-
forcement is obtained.fi

In the record shown, the patient may be seen to have responded at a fairly
steady rate for approximately thirteen minut€s, to have stopped responding

for five minutes, and then to have continued responding at the previous rate

fcr five rninutes, During such periods, when resPonding ceases? a patient

often engages in his particular psychotic behavior pattern: pacing, laughing,

swearirg, staring, destroying obiects within the roorn, etc- {Jnder eertain

experimental condition$, excessively long Pauses appear to indicate severe

psychosis. 
'We quantify pauses by automatically counting and summating all

inter-response times greater than ten seconds. Few normals produce such

long inter-response timm; a normal either responds at a fairly steady rate

or else leaves the room. The measurement of long inter-resPonse times seems

to prorride a measure of tfie freguency and duration of those psychotic out'
bursts which are strong enough to interfere with the particular response'

f A one-minute variable-interval schedule of reinforcement was used- Schedules of rein'
foicement have been described in detail by Skinner"lo

f=
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reinforcement, *nd deprivation being used at the time. The technique of
measuring a tapographically different scries *rf events in terms of theii effe*t

on ff stabie system is well knorm ts the phy*icist- Although we must prccffid

with cauticn, the same technique may prsve ussful in the investigatio* af

p*ychoeiu"

Frcuns ?.-An apparatus for th* free operant conditioning of psychatic patieuts,

usixg pictorial material as reinfercing stimuli-

,\

, \
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Figure 7 shows a diagram of a second apparatus which presents various
pictorial themes to the patient. A patient is shown being reinforced by the
projection of a colored slide image on the wall of the room. Although most
patients will respond for pictorial reinforcement, their rates of response vary
depending upon the theme of the pictures. Some patients, for example, have
responded at higher rates for male nudes than for female nudes. In con-
trast with the adults, the children did not respond very long for pictures of
animals, e&rtoons, etc. They made remarks like 'olousy moviesr" or ..just
a bunch of pictures," and showed relatively rapid satiation. In adult patients,
the rate of responding for pictorial reinforcernent was generally not so stable
or high as tle rate of responding for candy or cigarettes. This variability in
rate suggests that, although the pictorial reinforcements might have great
value in diagnosis or motivation testing, they are not so valualrle for the
maintenance of the behavior of psychotics as candy or cigarettes.

In Figure B an apparatus for the free operant conditioning of an altruistic
response is presented. !7e thought that some of the patients who responded
at very low rates in getting candy or cigarettes for themselves, for example,
because they "had excessive guilt" and "felt they did not deserve good
things," might respond at higher rates reinforcing some other organism.
We therefore constructed a small apparatus to present milk to kittens. Kit.
tens were conditioned to drink milk immediately on presentation of a
dipper. The kitten was safe in a cage placed in front of tho patient, securely
behind $ inch-thick plexi-glass. The patient could warch the kitten drink the
milk that had been produced by his response. To date, only two out of fifteen
patients have responded at higher rates feeding the kitten than they did pro-
ducing candy for themselves. Some patients seem to be stimulated by the
presence of the kitten to violence or hallucinatory verbal behavior directed
at the kitten.

Such patients often strike the kitten cage with the ash tray or with the
chair, but the kittens have learned to sit calmly behind their screens and
"meowo' for milk. We plan to use a similar procedure to measure inter-
human altruism, by having patients reinforce other patients whom they will
be allle to observe through a plexi-glass screen. The effects of drugs, shock
therapies, or psycho therapy on altruistic behavior should be rcadily ascer-
tained with such a highly controlled, objective, and continuous measure of
altruism as the operant method has provided.

SUMMARY Or. RESULTS TO DATE

In two and & half years rye have callected approxirnately 4.,500 hours of
data {rom 60 psyctrotic patients. Since this is the first application o{ the
nrethod to psychotic material, we have spent much time on methodological
research llroblems. We have studied patients for very long periads of tirne
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- Frcuns 8.-An apparatug for the free operant conditioning of an altruigtic response of
human subjects. The reinforcement consista of producing a few drope of milk for a
hungry titten and watching the titren drint rhe miIL.

(over 400 hours or two calendar years) to see how long this sort of experi-
mental behavior can be maintained without change. Interrupting an experi-
ment for air mondra, euch as would be demanded by neuro-eurgieal research,
does not significantly change a patient's rate of r€sponse. Studies of inter-
and intra-patient variability have shown that, although the variability of a
given patient's responso rate appears to be characteristic of the patient, &ere
is a wide range of day-today and within-the-hour variability between patients.
Approximately n% of the patients had very Iow ratos of response and
these were Dot increased by the reinforcements we have used to date. The
Iow rates app€ar to indicate a general loes ia motiyation and/or a severely
debilitoting psychosis. (A stronger reinforcernent would be substanrial food
delivered under conditions of hunger, but although we have constructed
magazines that will sanitarily deliver food morsels, we have not been able
to arrange hunger schdules to date.)

Analysis oI inter-response times has shown that the normal and psychotic
individuals are spread along a continuum, with the most normal individuals
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at the Iow end (tto inter-response time over 10 seconds) and the severely dis-
turbed patients at the high end (inter-response times over 60 minutes ) .

Although such quantitative continua do not fit the popular Aristotelian di-
chotcmy of "normal" and psychotic," they are more useful for comparison
with other quantitative measures.

Significant changes have been observed in the experimental behavior as a
result of half-hour unstructured interviews with the patients, routine ward
assignment changes, changed parole status, and other extra-experimental
variables. These observations suggest that, in using such a sensitive method
for research purposes? variables of this nature should be controlled. Insulin
th*rapy has produced effects on rates of response reinforced hy the feeding
of the kitten, which are presumably not directly related to hypoglycemia.
Chlorpromazine and dexedrine administrations have both produced rate in-
creases in some patients and rate decreases in others. Lysergic acid adminis-
tration ta normal individuals produced more psychstic-like reccrds than the

flre- and post-lysergic control records. Taken together these results suggest

that the method may be used to advantage in diagnostic and therapeutic
studies"

In the experimental analysis of the behavior deficits found in psychotics
rve have not fared so well. The prcblem is very complex. Many peculiar and
hitherto little-knouin behavior deficiencies have heen discovered, but they
occur so infrequently in the patient population that each patient has to be
experimental ly treated as though he were a unique case, Since the method is

reliable enough for single individual studies, it presents no insurmountable
prol:lem, hut it means that research must proceed slowly and carefully. Large
numbers of patients with a particular behavior deficit are difHcult to accumu-

late.

One behaviorial peculiarity we have observed is strong response pattern
stereotypy similar to that reported by Peters 7 with chronic schizophrenics.

When more than one manipulandurn Iiles used and responding on any one

rffas reinforced, three out of 20 patients developed very strong stereotyped

response patterns in the first few hours of experimentation. These persisted

over 100 hours and resisted experimental change when lve selectively rein-
forced only one manipulanda or locked all but olle.

Another behavior deficit was an extreme resistance to experimental extinc-
tion discovered in only two out af 20 patients" In Figure I is presented a

plot of the number of responses per hour against the experimental sessions

far one patient that has this extreme resistance to extinction. He made ap'
proxirnately 5,000 responses per hour when reinforced by female nude pic-
tures in rool]r #2. After 50 hours of intermittent reinforeenrent (one-minute

variahle interval ) , the pictures were no longer presented but the experimertt

was continued to see lrow long he would respond without reinforcement-
After 50 hours of extinction he rras still responding at rates above 5,000 per
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Ftcuae 9.-lHedian respsn$es per hour plotted against experimental sessions unrler con-
ditions of int*rmittsnt reinforcer*en[ by projected slid* images. The patient was still re-
sponding at a high rate after 100 hours of extincti*n. This high rate did not generalize ta
another similar room with no previous history of reinforcement.

hour. Other patients and the normals show fairly sharp decreases in rate
of response within the first ten hours of extinction after 50 hours of inter-
mittent reinforcement. When placed in room $6, where the patient had
never been reinforced, his median rate of response was never over 2,000
responses per hour. Evidently this patient can acquire responses that are
reinforced, but if they are no longer reinforced the responses persist without
a noticeable reduction in frequency for extremely long periods of time. How-
evern this non-adiustive responding does not generalize to a similar room
without a previous history of reinforcernenL Note that there is a very slow
reduction in rate over the 110 hours of extinction we have recorded to date.

We will continue this extinction for another 100 hours to see if the rate con-

tinues to slowly decrease. One other patient has shown this same resistance

to extinetion, but his high rate generalized to similar rooms.
Failure to discriminate, to respond to rate-increasing schedules of rein-

forcement, and to cotrnt have also been discovered in certain patients. We
have not yet been able to relate these behavior deficits to each other or to
any clinical measures.

The primary purpose of our investigations has not been to produce therapy
through automatic reinforcement of an isolated segment of a patient's be-
havior, although such a development would be more than welcome- Our
purpose has been to develop a basic research tool for the measurement of
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Frcuns l0.-Median responses per hour plotted against experimental sessions under

conditions of intermittent reinforcement by candy and cigarettes and extinction. The
patient was placed on parole for the first tirne in 19 years of hospitalization at the first
arrow and taken off parole at the second arrow.

the simple and complex, individual and social behavior of psychotic patients,
and then to proced with an analysis of be,havior anomalies found in psyeho-
sig. However, a few patients have shown evidence of clinical improvement
since we started working with them. In Figure 10 is presented a plot of the
number of responses per hour against the experimental sessions for the pa-

tient who showed the most striking hospital improwment. Note that his rate
of response for candy reinforcement gradually increased over a period o{
more than 15O hours. After 180 hours of experimentation (36 weetr<s) he was
placed on parole (given grounds privileges), and the rate of responding rap-
idly increased thereafter until it reached over 8,000 respons€s per hour. After
260 hours, the reinforcements were no longer delivered (experimental extinc-
tion). The rate o{ response rapidly declined, and the patient became more
untidy and uncommunicative in the experimental rooms and on the wards. At
350 hours he was taken ofr parole and sent to the surgical ward for treatment
of an ulcer he had produced by constantly picking his leg. It is not clear that
the experimental treatments produced the changes in his hospital status, but
it is clear that his changed hospital Etatus was followed by an increased rate
of response in the experimental room. W'e are currently having the ward
attendants fiIl out behavior rating scalee in order to obtain quantifrd meas-

ures of the patients' ward behavior for comparison with the experiurental

behavior.
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DISADVINTAGES Of UEfTOD

The method has some disadvaatages. Since time ig spent in raining and
stabilization, the method is apt to test the patience of investigatore us€d to
loss sergitive maasur€s and to quick, parametric studies. If it is d€sired to
correlate the results with another moasure tlat depends on a very large "N"
for its reliability, t[e lree operant method probably should not be used

since it would take too long to generate the large sample demanded by the

less reliable mo&r,ure. Since relativoly large finaneial and teurporal invest-

Bents (by psychological standards) are made in laboratory facilities, the
method is probably inappropriate lor short'term investigations. A skiled
tochniciaa is necded to trouble-shoot the controlling and scheduling equip-
ment. So far we have obtained useful rates of response from only 7A/o ot
the back-ward population of the hospital without special training. We hope
to increase this percentage hy reinforcing with eubstartial food in relation
to hunger schedules. Howerrer, few other psychological methods can be sue-

ceesfully applied to so large a perc€nt8ge of the chronie population of the
large state mental hospitals.

ADVAHT.trGES OF EIETSOD

TLe advantag€s of the method can be summarized under five methdological
charscteristics:

l, fligh efrperimentol corrtrol: The exclusion of unwanted variable.s pro-
duces more stable behavior end higher sensitivity. The simplicity of design
makes for analytical and interpretive ease.

2. A*omati* recordiog end, sclwduling: Sinre the behayior is automati-
cally recorded, no problems of experimenter bias snd error are involved in
the collrctian of the raw data. Permanent, continuous records are available
for Ister analysis and interpretation, Prreumably any two experimenters in
eny two laboratories should be able to collet similar records just by arrang-
ing the appropriate experime,utal conditions snd finding two similar patients.

3. High generolity.' The wide range of situationsl variability within a

eornmon methodological schema permits the sttrdy of different response

topographiw by changing the properties of the manipulanda, the study of
different motivations by chaugmg the neture of the reinforcitg stimuli, and
the study of discriminative functions by *ociating stiuuli with varioue con-

ditiore of reinforccmont. Psychophysical threaholds have been successfully
obtaind rrithout rmourso to verbal instructions" If visual communication is
permitted betrreen patients itr separate experimental rooms, and the rein-
forcements are delirerd only when the patients repond together, ffioPera'
tion GBr be developd without any verbal instructiolls.l By difrerent modi-
ficationa of the reinforcement circuits for two such visually linkod Kxlrns,
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imitation, altruism, sadism, and competition can be studied. Since the basic
situation with an individual alone in a room can be used as a baseline, the
eflect o[ the addition of the slightest social variable can be determined (i.e.,
the voice of another person played over a speaker in the background). By
changing the enclosurg manipulandum, and reinforcing stimulus, a wide
range of species can be studied. To date the method has been applied to rep-
tiles, fishes, birds, and mammals. Of the mammals, the behavior of rats, cats,
dogs, monkeys, and chimpanzee'has been studied successfully. Since the
other properties of the method are not altered, inter-species comparisons are
simplified, which would be of great aid in the investigotion of extreme neuro-
surgical and pharmacological yariables not initially feasible with human
material.

4. free operant nature: The lree operant nature of the method eliminates
variability introduced by trials between responses and permits the experi-
menter to collect more data per unit of laboratory time. This increased sensi-
tivity is especially important in the study of psyehotics because the inter.
patient difrerences are so great that a method that must resort to averaging
to gain reliability often loses the important difierences between the patients
of which the clinician'is so acutely aware- Experimental case studies are not
only possible but appear to be what we are forced into at the finer levels of
analysis. The continuous nature of the records provides a m@sure more in
keeping with the notions of probability of responding and gives a 6ner tem-
poral sensitivity than measures which contain trials or reoovery periods (for
example, mental tests).

5. Lack ol instrtrctions.' The lack of verbal instructions permits the inves-
tigation of non-verbal behavior and the study of patients who do not com-
municate. We have discovered pafients who respond in a normal fashion
when alone in a room, but have a psychotic response when the experimenter
or another patient enters the room. This sort of behavior anomaly is
beyond the scope of methods that demand the immediate presence of an
experimenter.

As we continue to perfect the application of the method of free operant
conditioning to the analysis of psychotic behavior, we discover more and
more promising research leads. There seems to be no doubt that the met}od
should be considered along with the other promising basic research tools by
investigators of chronic schieophrenia.
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